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Parent Guide
Scoresby Secondary College utilises the Compass School

Management for communication between teachers, students
and parents.
This handbook will guide parents and families through using these
programs that empowers students and parents to be better
informed about events and programs operating at the College as
well as each student’s learning progress.

Scoresby Secondary College Cavell Street, Scoresby
www.scoresbysc.vic.edu.au

Please retain this guide for future reference.

Scoresby Secondary College Parent IT Guide

Welcome to Compass
Compass was first introduced at Scoresby Secondary College in 2014. It commenced
with a focus on student attendance, daily bulletin information, roll marking and
excursion management and was later extended to facilitate bookings for parent
teacher conference bookings.
In 2015, Compass has been further extended to include details of student’s Learning
Tasks.
The purpose of this section of the guide is to introduce families of Scoresby Secondary
College to the Compass program and reinforce its operation with existing families. Each
family has their own secure logins for students and parents to view the student’s data.

Accessing Compass
Compass can be accessed from any device linked to the internet, ie: PC, laptop, portable
device / tablet, or smart phone.
The Scoresby Secondary College Compass address is:

https://scoresbysc-vic.compass.education
NB: For ease of use, please access Compass using this address AND NOT via an internet
search program such as Google.
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Initial Setup
The first time you login to Compass you need to use the temporary password that has
been issued to you. This is a unique password and when combined with your issued
Username, will give you secure access to your child’s or children’s data.

With the Compass Parent Portal open, parents will be asked to either confirm or add to
the contact information stored on file.
To ensure the effectiveness of Compass and provide parents with maximum benefit
from the available data, we need to have an up-to-date email address and a mobile
telephone number. Please edit these details as necessary and then click update my
details.
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With the confirmation complete, the next screen will prompt parents to change their
password.
Please follow the instructions and enter your new secure password.
NB: If you have more than one child at the college, the same login details for parents
will apply to all students.

This completes the setup procedure and your Compass connection is now ready to use.
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Using Compass
The Homepage
When you login to Compass with your secure Username and Password, users are taken
to their homepage which contains a number of links to further information.

Link to
Homepage

Link to other tools
(see below)

Link to list of Parent
Details stored in
Compass
Tools menu

Learning Tasks: Link to list of
learning tasks stored in
Compass and applicable to the
student.
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Student Profile: Link to list of
student details stored in
Compass.
Where there is more than one
student in the family enrolled,
all will be listed here.

News items relevant to the
student and / or parents are
displayed in this area
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Student Dashboard
The Student Profile link, takes users to the student’s homepage which shows details
including the student’s name, their Homegroup, student ID, House etc. The window
also shows the student’s Schedule (timetable) for the current day and next two.
In the example below, John Student has logged in on a Sunday and therefore only his
classes for Monday and Tuesday are shown. If John was involved in another event such
as an excursion or sporting team, it would also be shown here on the schedule.
The red and white stripe on the left of the subject block, indicates the roll has not been
marked in that subject as yet.

As additional modules of Compass are implemented at the College, they become
accessible from the Homepage.
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Student Homepage
On the schedule that is displayed, clicking on a subject link, (circled in green in example
on page 5) opens a window with details of the class. Parents are able to see who the
classroom teacher is, what Learning Tasks have been set and if there have been any
details added about the lesson plan.

Schedule Tab
In contrast, by clicking on the Schedule Tab, (circled in orange on page 5) the student’s
full timetable is displayed. Adjacent weeks can be viewed by using either the < Prev or
Next > commands at the top of the schedule. Alternatively, a specific week can be
opened using the date selector located centrally above the schedule.
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On the schedule displayed on the previous page, note the following:
 The roll for John Student’s classes was marked on all normal classes on Monday,

Tuesday and Friday.
 On Wednesday, John was a part of the Year 7 excursion to KIOSC. The green block

behind the normal classes indicates the excursion. (When this User Guide was being
prepared, the class roll of attendance for this excursion was just being finalised and
therefore the roll remains unmarked as indicated by the red and white stripe.)
 On Thursday, John was part of the Years 7 and 8 Volleyball team, again indicated by

the existence of the green block behind the usual subjects. The Volleyball team left
the college at 8.30am, prior to the start of Homegroup.
 Periods 2 and 3 on Thursday are highlighted in pink. This indicates that there is a

change to the usual class routine. In this case, the class teacher Miss Morris,
represented by her timetable code MOR, is absent, (her timetable code has been
crossed out). The replacement teachers are ROO (Period 2) and HEA (Period 3).

Attendance Tab
The Attendance Tab circled in red on page 5 of this guide, opens a window that contains
data for students and parents alike.
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On the Attendance information displayed on the previous page, note the following:


The selector allows for any date to be chosen for inspection.



John was present for every session on that day.



The table in the lower half of the screen details John’s attendance in each of his
subjects. Parents can filter the date range, (ie: choose all year, or a specific time
period eg: a month) and attendance rates. On a laptop or desktop computer,
hover the mouse over the headings on coloured backgrounds, (circled in red on
page 8) for an explanation of each category.

Attendance Tabs

The other tabs (circled in green on page 7), provide parents of a list of student absences
that have been approved, unapproved as well details of late arrivals and early
departures.

The data displays the student’s attendance in Homegroup, each of their subjects and
other events.
Explanations for columns from left to right above:
 Subject codes and class group
 Run: represents the total number of classes run for that subject
Under green “In Class” heading

 Present, Late (either approved or unapproved); Total Present
Under orange “Out of Class” heading
 Not Present, (but explained by either school or parent); Not Present, (and not
explained by either school or parent); Total Out of Class
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Under blue “Percentages” heading
 Class % - This figure represents the percentage of time a student has attended
the actual class/subject (and not something else, eg: Instrumental Music or
appointment with Student Wellbeing Team etc.).
 Accounted % - This displays what percentage of time this student was actually
accounted for of the time allocated to a given class/subject.
 VCE % - For the time allocated to the given subject, what percentage did the
student satisfy the school’s VCE/VCAL attendance requirements?
(Only relevant to students studying VCE/VCAL course)

 School % - For the time allocated to the given class, what percentage of this
time was the student’s whereabouts explained/accounted for by the school?
This is a good indication of overall attendance.

In the table shown here, Compass has colour
highlighted some percentages as alerts.
Compass is highlighting concerns about
attendance and these are being flagged by those
percentages on an orange background, while
those with a red background are very serious.

NB: The coloured warnings are indicative only as
the colour codes are pre-set by Compass. They
serve only as a guide. Attention should be given to
the actual figures shown in the table.
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Approving Absences


Parents can “approve”* a student absence online by clicking the box next to
absence date and then going to Parent Approvals.

*

IMPORTANT!

While Compass provides opportunities for parents to “Approve Absences” , it
should be noted that a written explanation of the student’s absence is still required by the Department of Education and Training for official approval of student absences. Where appropriate, such a written explanation should take the
form of a Medical Certificate or similar. The online “absence approval” in Compass is only an indication of the parent’s knowledge of the student’s absence.
In addition, for those students undertaking studies in the VCE/VCAL, the rules
relating to attendance set by the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority
(VCAA) clearly state that a student absence must be supported with a medical
certificate.
Students are reminded that 90% attendance is required for all classes as part of
the successful completion of a course of study.
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Tick box to
nominate absence
to be approved

Parent then approves the
absence here

Parent can download a letter,
complete explanation of student’s
absence and send it to the
college
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Tools Menu
The Tools Menu is located on the top right hand corner of the screen.
Through this drop down list, parents are able to:


Change their password



Update parents’ details



Logout

Compass lists the option of making payments through this tab also, however that
facility is not available at Scoresby Secondary College. Therefore excursion may show
that they have not paid, when they may have.

Logging Out
As indicated, use the Tools Menu to log out of Compass.
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Student Learning Tasks
Compass gives teachers the opportunity to prepare and set Learning Tasks for students
in their classes. The tasks can include a number of features such as:
 Details of the task and when it is due for completion
 Support materials, including handout sheets, additional reference notes, links to
websites, instructional videos etc.
 Allowance for students to submit their work electronically
 Provision for feedback to be given to students on work they have completed
 An opportunity for parents to view the feedback and join the conversation
between student and the teacher about the project or task
Accessing Learning Tasks
There are two main ways to access the Learning Tasks for students. The first is via the
underlined subject link on the daily schedule. This method will take the viewer to a
list of Learning Tasks related to that subject.
The second option is to follow the link located under the Teaching and Learning tab.
This option will prepare a list of all Learning Tasks the student has in all subjects, as
shown below.

The coloured key provides details of the status of the work (ie: completed, overdue
etc.) while clicking on the name of the task will open a window detailing exactly what
the student is required to do.
With the task window open, students and parents can also read the feedback given by
the teacher on previously submitted work.
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Student Learning Conferences (Parent/Student/Teacher Interviews)
Appointments are made for Student learning Conferences via the Community tab.

Select Parent/Student/Teacher Conferences and a new window opens listing the conferences available.
Click on the link to open the appointment schedule.
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Compass opens a window that lists all of the student’s teachers. In the example below,
the student is a senior student studying only a relatively small number of subjects.

Select the preferred appointment time as seen in the illustration
on the right. In this case all the student’s teachers are available at
this time. If a teacher was already committed to an appointment
or was unavailable at a nominated time, their name would not be
visible.

Select the teacher’s name and confirm the booking by
selecting update.
The appointment is made when the background behind
the teacher’s name turns pink.

A summary of the appointments made, including the teacher’s name and image, can be
printed out by clicking the link on the right (see above).
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Support with Compass
Parents and students who experience difficulties in accessing Compass at Scoresby can
seek advice and assistance through our dedicated IT Support system. This internet
based support site will also accept problems associated with students accessing the
school’s network with their own laptops or tablets that they are using at the college
under the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) program.

Accessing Support
To log a problem with the Scoresby Secondary College IT Support system, simply logon
to:

http://support.scoresbysc.vic.edu.au/

and click “Open a New Ticket”
Complete all sections of the ticket that opens, remembering to provide us with enough
detail in order to answer your enquiry, including a description from the Help Topic drop
down menu.
At completion of lodgement, a ticket will be generated to acknowledge your request
for support and an email sent to you. The email will contain details including a
ticket number which will allow students and parents to monitor the progress of
their request.
To lodge your request, click Create Ticket at the bottom of the screen.
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Notes
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